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Senna 'The Pioneer' Damoscles

Senna 'The Pioneer' Damoscles is a player character played by IQ.

Senna 'The Pioneer' Damoscles

Species & Gender: Female Elysian(Caelisolan)
Date of Birth: 19日 3月 YE 19
Organization: Elysian Celestial Empire
Occupation: Archeologist, pioneer

Rank: Scientist
Current Placement: ECV Raven

Physical Description

For a Caelisolan, Senna is considered small, standing at 158 centimeters without wings. A slender build
with but a modest chest and but modest hips. There isn't much to her figure that is overly pronounced or
well endowed. Her auburn hair is often stylized in this way. Yet replacing the blue ribbon is a red one with
several black runic markings on them. Senna claims this to be a good luck charm and always has it on
her. Most often in her hair, but always somewhere on her person. Soft, almond shaped eyes coloured red
sit above a small and fragile nose and narrow, pink-ish lips. Often found clad in a completely black
undergarment, with a loose, crimson robe and yellow touches over it. The sleeves hang past her hands,
which are wrapped in bandages. On her left shoulder, above the later-referenced book, she also often
wears a sort of parka, hiding her entire left arm. When exploring however, she has a belt with a massive,
leather-bound book bolted through the back. People have often asked about this tome. And she
answered it was her notebook. The follow-up of a PDA or any electrical variant is also just laughed off.

Wings follow suit to her hair, deep auburn feathers that start from her shoulderblades. Her wings,
however, are a tad oversized for her posture. They almost reach the ground in rest. And the top sits well
above twenty centimeters above her head. The span of these wings, when extended reaches roughly 320
centimeters.
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Personality

Senna is an easy-going and happy-go-lucky type of character. Vocal and busy, she tends to fill the entire
room when she's present. Senna can get excited over the littlest of things and is often seen as
scatterbrained and rather whimsical. Which is true in some cases. Though by no means is she stupid. The
girl graduated at a young age, after skipping a year or two. And is rather young to be doing field work.
There's also those people who always seem to be lucky. Senna is no different. She always seems to have
luck in most things. Even with her clumsy demeanor.

Beyond that, she is shy and bashful towards Patricians. For obvious reasons, though even then, if she
trusts them or has encountered them before without really any kind of bad blood between them, she is
her old, happy and bubbly self.

She is also playful, sees in even the most grim of situations some sort of game. It's either have fun or die.
And she's hoping to have a lot of fun. However, she still holds a great sense of honour in her mannerisms.
Respectful and helpful towards both elders and superiors, she's pretty much a solid morale boost for any
team that needs some kind of archeological expertise.

History

Senna's history is pretty commonplace. She was born to a normal family and studied like a normal kid.
She always had a sense of inferiority towards other and made up for it by working twice as hard as
anyone else enrolled in her course, leading to exemplary grades. As any child, she was filled with
curiousity towards everything. Though this curiousity didn't fade when growing up. And the curiousity
started to direct itself towards history. Why were things what they were? Archeology was a final
specialization she decided to go for and ultimately, she came to be who whe is now. The ECV Raven
caught her attention as an expeditionary ship and she applied for the job of archeologist, sending a
proper resume to the ship's captain. In hopes to get accepted and have a longer term contract than what
she had helping out in several archives.

Skills Learned

Basic field treatment, Senna can patch people up and apply basic bandaging and staunch flowing
blood. Though anything more advanced is something she fails to do. Archeology sites aren't always
too safe. And people made pretty nasty falls. She was always there to help those people out to the
best of her ability.
Archeology major, Senna graduated top of her class in archeology and history. It makes her quite
the valuable character to have on research and expeditionary trips, be it to figure out just what
you're looking at, or which traps were commonly found in which sort of ruins.
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Social Connections

Senna 'The Pioneer' Damoscles is connected to:

Ezra Damoscles (Father)
Alin Damoscles (Ranolph as maiden name) (Mother)

Inventory & Finance

Senna 'The Pioneer' Damoscles has the following:

Zen Armaments 'Little killer'
Massive leather-bound tome
Clothing
Basic medkit containing: Bandages, ways to create a tourniquet, painkillers, two syringes, sterile
gazue and medical tape
One roll of heavy duty ductape.

Senna 'The Pioneer' Damoscles currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by iq on 03, 12 2018 at 07:40.

In the case iq becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes

Character Data
Character Name Senna 'The Pioneer' Damoscles
Character Owner IQ
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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